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What’s NeW IN VersIoN 4

We’re proud to state that UltimateDefrag Version 4 is a revolutionary defragmentation software 
product. Here are some of the main new features since the previous version that continue to 
keep it at the forefront of hard drive defragmentation technology.

• Novice mode/expert mode.  Right out of the box, UltimateDefrag4 now supports two 
types of users. Simple Mode is for users who do not need or want to manipulate all the 
advanced functions. Simple Mode simply requires the user to press start and UltimateDefrag 
will automatically, intelligently and optimally defragment your hard drive and layout files 
according to the simgle most advanced file placement algorithm developed at DiskTrix. Of 
course, for users wanting all the advanced features, Expert Mode gives them all to you so 
you can tweak your file placement and performance to your heart’s content.

• ability to accelerate specific applications Based upon application Name. 
Version 4 now scans your system for all installed applications and enables you to easily 
choose which applications you wish to accelerate based upon the application name from an 
easy-to-use list of all installed applications.

• many additional Ways to select files for high Performance and archive. We’ve  
included more custom methods for selecting files based upon your file usage patterns.

• ability to Perform file usage database maintenance operations. In order to 
conserve memory, you can now purge the file usage database for each drive. You can also 
choose whether or not you wish to use the file usage database in order to further conserve 
memory.

• actions after defrag Is complete. You can now enable to the program to shutdown 
your PC or put it to sleep mode after a defrag run is complete.

• logging and Indicators for When drive Was last defragmented.

• many other minor enhancements and Bug fixes. We’ve drilled right down into the 
code to correct any minor bugs as well as enhance and improve algorithms and perfor-
mance. 
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In spite of all of these changes and improvements to the program one thing still remains and 
that is that optimal hard drive performance for your PC remains the #1 priority of Ultimat-
eDefrag. All of the new features simply make it easier and faster to achieve that state.

Enjoy UltimateDefrag Version 4.
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INtroductIoN

UltimateDefrag is revolutionary defrag software that not only lets you defrag, but also 
considers a more important aspect of hard drive performance, and that is, the placement of 
files and folders on your hard drive. With UltimateDefrag you can place the files you want 
the best performance from onto the faster areas of your hard drive and also place your rarely 
used data out of the way and repositioned onto the slower areas of your hard drive in order 
to make way for the data that you want to place in the faster areas of your hard drive where 
performance is greatest.

UltimateDefrag lets you specify defragmentation and file placement routines right down to the 
individual file and folder level. No other defragmentation software has previously enabled you 
to do so to this extent nor with the power and flexibility that UltimateDefrag gives you.

UltimateDefrag maintains a database that tracks usage of all the files on your hard drive and 
uses this file usage data to determine your most frequently and least frequently used files and 
then enables you to place your frequently used files to the High Performance file section, along 
with other files, folders and programs that you optionally choose. You get the best possible 
performance out the programs you want the best performance from, whether it’s a particular 
game, program or data file. You can move these programs and files ahead of other files and 
folders to the area of your drive that gives you the best performance.
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You choose the files that you want performance from and those that you don’t or let 
UltimateDefrag do it for you – automatically based on file usage.

UltimateDefrag is very powerful yet very easy and intuitive to use. Once you understand the 
basic concepts and the issues that slow your hard drive and principles that result in increased 
performance, you can use UltimateDefrag as a powerful tool to give you hard drive file access 
that will perform significantly faster than what hard drive manufacturers quote for their hard 
drive’s performance.

When done right – these principles of performance promotion, that UltimateDefrag enables 
you to utilize, all compound (greater than the sum of the parts) to give you performance that 
you have not previously experienced from your hard drive. After defragging and optimizing 
with UltimateDefrag – your whole PC will respond with the speed and sprite as when it was 
new. You’ll see the performance results instantly!

If you decide that you do not want to use all of the advanced options and simply want a fast 
reliable defrag that gives you the absolute best performance possible from your hard drive, 
then you can also use UltimateDefrag for that purpose only. Select Simple Mode and all you 
will need to do is press start and you’ll be enjoying what is probably the fastest and cleverest 
defrag engine on the market even with its approach to standard defragging which uses 
efficient “in-place” defragging algorithms for fast, reliable and complete defrags that leave 
your files arranged to give you the fastest possible performance from your hard drive.

UltimateDefrag is a totally unique approach to defragging and offers all the power you need to 
manipulate defragmentation and file placement on the hard drive to significantly improve the 
performance of your Windows based PC.

system requirements
• Windows 7 (all versions), Windows Vista (all versions) Windows XP (all versions), 

Windows Server 2003 or 2008.

• All features of UltimateDefrag will work with both 32 bit and 64 bit versions of these above 
operating systems.

• Hard Drive (internal, removable, SSD) with NTFS or FAT32 file system. Works best with 
NTFS which is now the standard for hard drive formatting.

• 10 Mb Free Hard Disk Space (and around 10 Mb per 100,000 files for the File Usage 
Database)

• 3D Graphics card for best performance of GUI Disk Display

• There are no limits on volume size nor are there any limitations on RAID configurations. All 
RAID modes are supported since UltimateDefrag sees your drives as volumes specified by 
the operating system.
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INstallatIoN

Installing the cd-rom Version
If you purchased the CD-ROM version of UltimateDefrag – insert the CD into your CD or DVD 
drive. The installer should start automatically. Simply follow the installation prompts.

If the installation routine doesn’t automatically start – the use Windows Explorer to browse the 
drive, then locate and run UltimateDefragSetup.exe.

Installing the download Version
Simply double-click on the installer file – UltimateDefragSetup.exe. Follow the prompts to 
complete the install.

running ultimatedefrag
Select the Windows Start Menu, Locate the DiskTrix - UltimateDefrag program group and then 
simply select the UltimateDefrag icon. 

The program will then start. 

Product activation
The first time you run UltimateDefrag you will be 
presented with a product activation screen. At this 
opening screen you can purchase the program (if 
you are trying the program), you can unlock the 
program or you can continue running in trial mode, 
which you can do for 30 days.

To purchase the program simply select purchase online and you will be taken to the DiskTrix 
website where you can purchase a license online.

To unlock and register the program, simply select Unlock UltimateDefrag and you can then 
enter your name and license information. This will unlock the program and you will not be 
presented with this opening screen in future.

To run in trial mode, simply select Continue unregistered and the program will run as a trial 
for 30 days. If you do not register the program within 30 days, the fully functional trial version 
will expire and revert to simulation mode only. All you will be able to do is to run in simulation 
mode and no changes will be made to your disk when you run a defrag.
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hard drIVe PerformaNce theorY
Please read on to see how fragmentation and other, even more, important factors act to slow 
your hard drive’s performance.

how Your hard drive Works
Your hard drive is the only “data handling” peripheral in your computer with moving parts. 
This makes it the slowest performing peripheral, when compared to the CPU and memory. As 
a result it is the performance rate limiting device on your computer. Most of the time, the CPU 
and memory has done its work and is waiting on the hard drive to provide or save data.

In the most simplistic of descriptions, your hard drive consists of spinning platters and 
read/write heads. The platters contain data bits that consist of magnetic patterns of data. The 
platters spin at a rate of anywhere between 4,200 and 15,000 RPM, depending upon your 
drive specifications. This rapid  rotation of the platters results in a cushion of air that makes 
the read/write heads float only a few micrometers above the surface of the platters - just like a 
hovercraft floats a few inches above the water. When a request for a file is sent from the main 
CPU the read/write heads move across your drive to locate the file, they then read that file and 
send the data back to the CPU.

A file may be 512 bytes in size or it may be many Gigabytes in size.
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If you do not run any kind of defragging or file ordering process, generally speaking, files 
are randomly scattered across your drive. Files may also become fragmented. Both these 
phenomena are a leading cause of reduced or non-optimized hard drive performance with the 
former being a more significant contributor to reduced performance than the latter. 

a little about drive fragmentation.
Fragmentation of your computer’s hard drive is a natural phenomenon that occurs when 
deleted files leave empty spaces amongst your drive’s data. When the operating system needs 
to write another file back to the hard drive it generally looks for the first available free space 
and writes the data to that free space. If the data to be written does not fit in that space it will 
fill the space with data and then move onto the next free space and continue to write the data 
until the file is completely written – the result is parts of a file scattered in a fragmented (non-
contiguous) manner.

Another way that fragmentation occurs is when you have a file that might slowly grow in size 
over time. A great example is an outlook.pst e-mail file. The file may not be fragmented but as 
it grows due to new e-mail being saved to the file, it looks for the next free available space to 
add the new clusters that the file occupies and it is this new data that becomes fragmented and 
the file as a whole is fragmented. In files such as this, UltimateDefrag generally uses its in-
place defragmentation and doesn’t need to move and defrag the entire file. It only defrags and 
appends the fragmented data to the non-fragmented data making the entire file contiguous in a 
fraction of the time that other defraggers would.

When the operating system requests that fragmented file from the hard drive the hard 
drive read-write heads need to move around the drive to collect all the pieces of that file. 
The result is vastly reduced performance since the hard drive head has to make many 
movements to collect all the pieces of the file rather than pick it all up in one smooth 
motion from consecutive clusters.

The more fragments a file has the longer it takes to load that particular file. The result is that 
your hard drive performs far slower than it is capable of in the process of loading that file.

This is, in a nutshell, the phenomenon of file fragmentation.

fragmentation and optimization
File fragmentation is only part of the equation in the cause of reduced hard drive performance. 
UltimateDefrag addresses this and the other, more significant contributor to reduced hard drive 
performance and, that is, the placement and ordering of files on your hard drive.

file Placement - a more Important Issue
Most defraggers that are out there have pretty much ignored this much more important 
aspect of hard drive performance – the placement of files on your hard drive.  
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Loading one file that is fragmented is a discreet issue at the individual file level. However, 
the way in which the Windows operating system and NTFS file system function results in 
an almost constant dialog between the computer and the hard drive as hundreds of files 
are accessed during system boot time and during regular operation of the computer. 

What is more important here is the work the hard drive read-write heads need to do to read 
all of these files that are both fragmented and scattered all around the drive. If they are 
not fragmented they are still scattered all around the drive and loading these files requires 
extensive movement of the hard drive read-write heads to pick up these files from wherever 
they may be on the drive – from the outer tracks to the inner tracks. Reading a file from the 
outer tracks and then having to go all the way to the very inner tracks takes the amount of time 
that is actually twice as slow as your drive’s rated seek speed. If your hard drive has an average 
access speed of 13 mS then reading a cluster from the outer and then the inner track takes 
about 23 mS.
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hard drive file location
Another important item to note is the location of the data on your hard drive. It is a fact that 
data transfer from the outer tracks of your hard drive platter is about 180 to 240% that of your 
inner tracks. This is due to the phenomenon of zoned bit recording and angular velocity. Please 
consult the  Basic Hard Drive Theory section for more information on this.
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the Ideal scenario
Your hard drive is capable of performing around 4 times of what manufacturers specify as 
average performance for your hard drive. This is what UltimateDefrag strives to achieve. In 
order to have your hard drive perform as fast as it is capable of and even faster than the average 
rated speed, four elements need to be considered.

1.  Your files need to be defragmented in order to minimize drive head movement while 
reading a file.

2. Your files need to be placed as far as possible towards the outer tracks of your hard drive in 
order to be accessed from the fastest part of the hard drive.

3. Your files need to be placed or consolidated as closely together as possible to minimize 
head movement while loading different files – also known as “seek confinement” or 
“short stroking”.

4. Files that are rarely used should be placed out of the way so that your most used files are 
clustered as closely together as possible.
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UltimateDefrag achieves all this with the end result being hard drive performance that is 
theoretically increased by 300+% of your drive’s current manufacturer rated performance.

Basic hard drive theory
We will now focus a little more closely on how your hard drive works from the viewpoint of data 
access. When you understand this you will understand how UltimateDefrag, which is more than 
just a defragger, does what it does to vastly improve your drive’s performance.

some Important terms:
seek time: The amount of time a drive head takes to move to the correct position to access 
data. Usually measured in milliseconds (mS)

latency: Also know as rotational delay. The amount of time it takes for the desired data to 
rotate under the disk heads. Usually the amount of time it takes for the drive to perform a half 
revolution. Usually measured in milliseconds (mS)
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access time: The amount of time a drive head takes to access data after the request has 
been made by the operating system. Usually measured in milliseconds (mS). Other minor 
factors taken out of the equation it is approximate to: Access Time = Seek Time + Latency.

So when data is being requested from the drive the hard drive head moves into position (seek), 
waits for the data/sector to move into position under the head (latency) and then accesses the 
data. The time taken for these 2 steps is the access time.

full stroke seek: The amount of time it takes for the drive head to move from the outermost 
track to the inner most track. 

track-to-track seek (adjacent track seek): The amount of time it takes for the drive 
head to move from one track to the very next track

data transfer rate: The speed at which data can be read from the hard drive. Measured in 
Megabits per second

Zoned-Bit recording: A method of optimizing a hard drive (at the factory) by placing more 
sectors in the outer tracks of a hard drive than on the inner tracks. Standard practice for all 
modern hard drives.

sectors: The smallest individually addressable unit of data stored on a hard drive. In a typical 
formatted NTFS hard drive it is usually 512 bytes.

tracks: Tightly packed concentric circles (like the annual rings inside a tree) where sectors 
are actually laid out.

rotational speed: The speed at which a drive platter rotates in revolutions per minute.

With all these terms now outlined, let’s look at the numbers in a typical 500 Gb SATA hard drive.

 read seek time: 8.5 mS 
 latency: 4.2 mS 
 full stroke seek: 23.0 mS 
 track-to-track seek: 2.0 mS 
 transfer rate: 75 Mb/S
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hard drIVe PerformaNce exPlaINed
Let’s look at how these factors work to affect hard drive performance

data access
When the CPU submits a request for a file from the hard drive - this is basically what happens.

1. CPU sends request to the hard drive

2. The read/write head moves into position above the track where the data is. This is the seek 
and the amount of time taken is the seek time.

3. The read/write head waits until the data that is requested spins underneath the head. It then 
reads the data. The time taken for the data to move beneath the head is the latency and is 
usually the time it takes for the platter to rotate a half revolution.

4. Data is accessed and transferred back to the CPU.

The time it took for the initial request, the seek and the latency is approximately equal to the 
access time.

Having the numbers from the pervious page available now enables further explanation of data 
performance to be put into comprehendible perspective.

The average Access Time for this hard drive is 8.5 + 4.2 = 12.7 mS.  
The minimum access time is 2.0 + 4.2 = 6.2 mS and the maximum access time is  
23.0 + 4.2 = 27.2 mS.

When complete data files or parts of a data file are scattered all around the hard drive you 
will get a performance that is the average rated access time – in this case 12.7 mS – some 
accesses are as little as 6.2 mS but some are as great as (or approaching) 27.2 mS. So there 
is a 450% performance difference between fastest and slowest access time.

Often, hard drive and operating system intelligence result in a lot of instantaneous track-
to-track seeks i.e. without the latency due to file layout patterns and relative location of 
data. On top of this, the “seek confinement” of the data also promotes vastly increased 
probabilities of instantaneous, zero-latency, seeks due to the “compaction” of the data. This 
increases the probability that the data requested will already be under the drive read/write 
heads. This actually increases the theoretical 450% figure in the above paragraph to a 
greater number however it is not accurately quantifiable but can be as high as 1000%. 

In a typical fragmented and hard drive not optimized with UltimateDefrag, you will only 
achieve the average rated performance as average access time with some accesses faster 
and some slower.

data transfer
Part of the hard drive performance equation is Data Transfer Rates. Due to a combination of 
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Zoned-Bit Recording (more densely packed sectors) and angular velocity i.e. the outer tracks 
of the hard drive have a greater angular velocity – data transfer at the outer tracks of the drive 
is typically 180 to 240 % that of the inner tracks. So when a drive is quoting a maximum of 75 
Mb/second – the minimum is about 30 and the average about 58 Mb per second.

Again – if you’re operating a full, fragmented and non-optimized hard drive, performance is 
more around the average of 58 Mb per second.

Why Your hard drive Performance appears to slow over time

When it comes to hard drives, entropy is alive and well.

If you’ve had your computer for a while you will notice that, when compared to when it was 
brand new, it feels a whole lot slower. Also, as your hard drive gets fuller you’ll notice the 
same phenomenon.

This is due to several factors with the main one being that with the hard drive filling up and 
files being fragmented and scattered all over the drive in no particular order, your drive is 
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performing more like the “average” factory quoted performance as opposed to when the drive 
was new and mostly empty and performing better than quoted.

Depending upon where your mostly accessed files are located, it could actually be performing 
much less than quoted averages. 

ultimatedefrag does Its magic
Please refer to the ideal scenario at the beginning of this help file. There are four main factors 
that contribute to reduced hard drive performance and subsequently four main factors that can 
be addressed to improve your hard drive performance. These incremental improvements all 
compound each other so the result is greater than the sum of parts. The improvement is not 
just an improvement to average performance, instead it’s improved by a factor of 3 to 4 times 
your drive’s quoted average performance!

Most defraggers only deal with “fragmented” files – they quote performance improvements 
by up to 100%. But all they are referring to is the performance of accessing those fragmented 
files. Which you may only rarely access anyway! They might add only milliseconds of 
performance improvement. No consideration is taken into placement of files and other items 
that need to be considered to improve the performance of your drive.

As a result – an everyday “defragger” only brings your hard drive and fragmented files back up 
to average quoted performance. 
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This is where UltimateDefrag does its magic! UltimateDefrag brings your hard drive up to 
performance that exceeds average drive manufacturer quoted performance by a factor of 3 to 4.

Pareto’s rule – the 80/20 rule
Pareto’s rule pervades our world. 80% of the wealth is distributed amongst 20% of the 
population. 20% of a company’s customers contribute to 80% of its revenue. 

Pareto’s rule also applies to PC file access. 80% of the time you only access 20% of your files. 
You can extrapolate that to 90% of the time you only access 10% of your files.

ultimatedefrag applies Pareto’s rule to give a Boost to Your 
hard drive’s Performance
If you apply Pareto’s Rule to 100 Gb of data, generally speaking, 80% of the time you only 
access about 20% of that data, so why not… 

1. Place your least accessed data out of the way of the high performing areas of your drive 
and move it to the slowest part.

2. Get the data that you access the most and place it to where you get the best performance.

These two single most important aspects of file placement are what UltimateDefrag addresses 
– and it gives you almost no limit of power as to what you can do as far as manipulating 
what goes where on your hard drive – right down to the individual file level. This is why 
UltimateDefrag is a revolutionary defragmentation and disk optimization product.

Prove It Yourself With hd tune
At this point we’d like to recommend that you download and install a copy of HD Tune to prove 
to yourself the theory we have discussed above. You can obtain a free trial at www.hdtune.com.

Run the benchmark on your drive and note the Transfer Rates and Access Times. Then use the 
“Short stroke” option to reduce the stroke length to say 10% or 20% of your hard drive. So if 
you have a 500 Gb hard drive run the tests at 50 Gb and 100 Gb short stroke setting. Note the 
increased average transfer rates and the reduced access times. This “Short Stroke” setting 
emulates what we are discussing here by placing your most often used files to the outer tracks 
of your hard drive and least used files to the inner tracks.

Is ultimatedefrag (and defragging) safe?
This is one question that a lot of people ask. In the pre-NTFS days there was risk to 
defragging. If there was a power outage in the midst of a defrag – you could have lost 
important data. That has all changed now and defragging with NTFS is 100% safe. The 
actual defragging APIs are APIs created by Microsoft themselves for NTFS and all defraggers 
use these APIs. In general with these APIs – data is not erased from its original location until 
it is verified as being correctly written. A product such as UltimateDefrag simply uses those 
APIs to place files where it wants them to go. API means Application Programming Interface 
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which is another phrase for commands “native” to the operating system.

What about Partitioning?
There are many arguments for partitioning. Proponents of partitioning argue that it helps 
organize your data, keeps your hard drive “less” complex etc. They advise to put your 
operating system on one partition, archive on another, program files on another, data on 
another and it seems a sound argument.

The main problem with partitioning however is that actually creates drives that are slower 
and slower as more partitions are created. Partitions are created in cylinders (group of tracks) 
working their way inwards as more are created. So when you create say 5 partitions of 100 
Gb on a 500 Gb drive. The very inner partition – the highest drive letter is actually also 
created at the inner tracks. So it actually performs twice as slow as the primary partition. 
Remember our discussion of data transfer above. Each partition is about 10% slower than the 
previous one. C: drive gives you fastest performance; D would be approximately 10% slower; 
E: approximately 20% slower; F: 30% Slower; and so on. You may be putting the games or 
product that you want highest performance from on a partition that results in much slower 
performance of that product.
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UltimateDefrag eliminates any requirement for partitioning for the purpose of data organization 
and totally dispels the requirement for partitioning from a performance point of view.

UltimateDefrag lets you take the hotchpotch of files that are on your system – put the 
least used and unused files to the inner tracks and keep the most often used files to your 
outer tracks where you require performance regardless of which files they may be. It’s like 
partitioning on the fly without the “mental” decisions of needing to constantly think about what 
goes to which drive when you are saving data and installing programs. Simply do it all on the 
one physical drive. Partitioning overhead is eliminated. Use folders for what they were intended 
for and then use UltimateDefrag to keep what you need where you need it on your drive. No 
partitioning required!

usINg ultImatedefrag
UltimateDefrag is very simple to use yet very powerful in its defragging and file 
placement options.

Even though it’s more about file placement and relocation (as well as defragging), we will 
refer to each option as a “Defragging Method”. With UltimateDefrag there is a Defragging 
Method for virtually every computer or hard drive application – from gaming machines to 
servers, from empty drives to full drives.

UltimateDefrag lets you customize your hard drive layout right down to where individual files 
are placed on your hard drive relative to the other files.

If you have a specific game or application that you want best performance from – you can 
move its files to the very outer tracks of your drive. If you want all your programs to load as 
fast as possible when you execute them – put all your EXE’s and DLL’s to the outer tracks. If 
you want Windows to boot as fast as possible – put all your Windows boot files to the outer 
tracks. If you want best performance from your digitized photo album browsing – put all these 
to the outer tracks.

Conversely, if you have ZIP files of archived data that you rarely use – put them to the inner 
tracks where performance is slowest since you will never need them. All those Windows 
update files that never get used again – put them to the inner tracks and out of the way. 
Windows actually only uses about 20% of the files in the Windows folder – the ones that aren’t 
can be placed right out of the way and to the slower performing inner tracks since you never 
use them. In UltimateDefrag, we call putting these files to the inner tracks “archiving”.

You can choose individual files or file types for both high performance and archiving or you 
can let UltimateDefrag do it automatically based on usage data compiled by the True File 
Usage database. 

ultimatedefrag mindset goals
Please refer to the Ideal Scenario diagram on page 12. When you are using UltimateDefrag 
– the mindset you should have when performing your Defrag Scenarios is to aim towards: 
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1. Defragging Files

2. Getting your rarely used data out of the way – ZIP files, unused system files, etc.

3. Getting your most often used data to

 i. The outer tracks

 ii. As close together and compacted as possible to optimize “seek confinement” or 
“short stroke” 

4. Maintaining optimum performance

5. Making subsequent defrags complete as fast as possible.

Option 3 in this list is the most critical in getting the performance increase. You are placing 
your most used and, statistically, most likely to use, files to the outer tracks.

At the outer tracks the transfer performance is double that of the inner tracks and 150% of the 
average you would normally achieve with a non-optimized drive where files are scattered all 
around the drive.

You have compacted your most used files to only spread over a smaller percentage of your 
hard drive area (seek confinement/short stroking) – so you are confining most of the seeks to 
being adjacent track seeks of 1 to 2 mS and probably no more than 3 or so mS. You are also 
promoting the probability of instantaneous seeks where expected requested data is already 
there under the heads thus completely eliminating latency in a vast percentage of your hard 
drive data accesses.

Hard drive file access is generally random and with UltimateDefrag we are minimizing the 
randomness of the placement of files on your hard drive volume.
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let’s start usINg ultImatedefrag

running ultimatedefrag In simple mode
To run UltimateDefrag in Simple Mode:

click on Your Windows start menu
locate the disktrix Program group
locate the ultimatedefrag Program group
click on the ultimatedefrag shortcut
When ultimatedefrag launches go to View In the top menu and select simple mode

Simple Mode has been implemented for use by the average end user who does not want to take 
advantage of all the advanced features of UltimateDefrag but who, at the same time, wants the 
most optimal file placement for best hard drive performance possible.

When you select Simple Mode, most features of UltimateDefrag disappear or are not selectable.  
All advanced defrag methods also disappear and all you are left with is a START/STOP button.

When you press START in Simple Mode, UltimateDefrag4 will, as well as defragment all your 
files, intelligently give you the most highly optimized file placement for your hard drive and file 
usage patterns.

Using Simple Mode defragmentation will place your files and give you an overall performance 
factor of around 400% that of factory averages.

scheduling Jobs In simple mode

If you want to use simple mode and defrag your drive on a schedule, simply select Schedule 
and the dialog box for scheduling Simple Mode defrag jobs lets you easily schedule your 
defragmentation runs. You can choose daily, weekly or monthly. Simply select the drive, time 
and frequency and UltimateDefrag will automatically keep your hard drive truly optimized for the 
fastest performance possible.

that’s all there Is to simple mode

There’s not much else to running UltimateDefrag in Simple Mode so this is all the space we will 
dedicate to it. The rest of the manual involves running UltimateDefrag in Expert Mode where you 
can take advantage of and manipulate all the advanced features of UltimateDefrag4.

running ultimatedefrag In expert mode
To run UltimateDefrag:

click on Your Windows start menu
locate the disktrix Program group
locate the ultimatedefrag Program group
click on the ultimatedefrag shortcut
When ultimatedefrag launches go to View In the top menu and select expert mode

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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the main guI
The main graphical user interface is where it all happens. Almost everything you need to 
operate UltimateDefrag is just one or two mouse-clicks away. Most functions and options are 
on the main GUI under the Control and Settings panel.

At the bottom of the Control and Settings panel you will find the Settings button. This is where 
most of the power of UltimateDefrag is since this is where you select your high performance 
and archiving options. We will look at this later.

the disk display
The first thing you’ll notice with UltimateDefrag when you first load the program is our unique 
disk metaphor. It displays the NTFS virtual clusters. 

Technically it is not exactly true in the case of multi-platter drives however since the virtual 
clusters map cylindrically it closely correlates with the location of the virtual cluster on the 
actual physical platter. Clusters shown on the outer tracks correlate with the outer tracks of the 
platter that the virtual cluster may be on.

This disk metaphor helps you to more accurately see what is happening with your drive – 
where your files are and where they are not. It also gives you a very good look at the location of 
your system files (also called metafiles) such as MFT and Page File. The placement of system 
files is also very important to the performance of your hard drive and should be considered 
when you are establishing your seek confinement and that is why our boot time module 
(discussed later) enables you to specifically manipulate placement of your system files.

The legend at the bottom left of the screen shows 
you the different file categories that the disk is 
displaying.

When you first load the program it will default to 
your C Drive being selected - most of the file space 
is green. This is a brief snapshot of the disk usage 
bitmap. When you hit the Analyze button it will 
analyze your drive and you will see the colors of 
the blocks change according to their use. The red 
blocks contain fragmented files.

The disk is divided up into rectangular blocks. 
Each block comprises of a group of clusters. When you click your mouse on a cluster 
block the Cluster Viewer will show the full patch and filenames of the files that occupy that 
cluster.  Clicking on a filename in Cluster Viewer brings up a flyout box that shows you more 
information about the file, including the number of fragments and options for other operations 
you can perform on the file such as defragging the file there and then. If the file is not 
fragmented it will show the word contiguous. 

Using the up or down arrows when you have selected a file will display information on the next 
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highlighted file.

top tabs – local drives
This will display all local drives on your computer. By default removable drives 
are not shown but you can activate the option to defrag removable drives under 
settings=>options=>more.

You can only defrag local drives. This includes removable drives. You cannot defrag 
network drives.

control and settings Panel
This is the heart of UltimateDefrag operations.

It is divided up into information, defragmentation mode, defragmentation control, and Tools 
and Settings.

control and settings - Information
This section displays drive and file fragmentation 
information after analyzing the drive and it updates 
dynamically during a defragmentation run.

To Analyze a Drive:

select the drive You Wish to analyze
Press the analyze Button 

UltimateDefrag has a very fast drive analysis feature and on a typical drive with 300,000 files 
in around 20 seconds. The more files on your drive or the more fragmented the drive the 
longer it will take to analyze. 

Analysis will display the file count and space occupied by these files and will then also 
breakdown into contiguous files, fragmented files, number of fragments and degree of 
fragmentation.

To find a list of which files are fragmented and how many fragments they have:

 select View from the top menu
 select Volume Info. 
 select the fragmented files tab 

You can sort the list by Start Cluster, Fragment 
Count or Path by clicking on the top of one of the 
columns.

When you right click on one of the files on that list, you are presented with a small menu that 
enables you to defrag that particular file or to defrag all fragmented files is the entire folder.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
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This way you can take a quick look at which are your most and least fragmented files. 
Contiguous files are not displayed in this list.

The General tab will show you basic information on your drive including File System, Cluster 
Size and other information.

The Locked Files tab will show you the system files and fragmentation information for these 
files. These files can only be defragmented using the boot time defragmentation module.

control and settings - defragmentation mode
This is where you select your defragmentation 
mode from a list of 5 methods. These methods will 
be discussed in greater detail later in this manual.

• Fragmented Files Only
• Consolidate
• Folder/Filename
• Recency
• Auto

When a mode is selected, pressing the Options button to the right presents a different set of 
options that are available for that particular mode. The top two modes, Fragmented Files Only 
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and Consolidate are the most commonly used and fastest methods. The next 3 methods are for 
those who want fine control over sorting and are much slower methods. Auto is a very clever 
method that will automatically optimize your drive performance and where you can control 
exactly the performance you want compared with factory settings.

control and settings - defragmentation control
This is where you start, stop or pause your defragmentation. 

Maximum resource usage determines the maximum amount of resources dedicated to the 
defragmentation process. Settings are from 20 to 100% and also include an auto option 
which automatically detects if you are using the computer and cuts back on resources that 
UltimateDefrag uses. If you stop using your PC then UltimateDefrag resumes using more 
resources. You can change the resource using at any time, including during a defrag run.

simulate option is the first ever implementation of a defrag simulation in a defragmentation 
program. UltimateDefrag can do some pretty intensive file rearranging and instead of running 
a complicated defrag routine that wasn’t what you wanted, you can run the simulation by 
selecting SIMULATE. When you press start, UltimateDefrag will analyze the drive and run a 
simulation of the defrag and file movements but it will not make any changes to the drive. The 
simulation will run much faster than the actual defrag run since no actual files are moved. You 
will find this feature handy, interesting and fun to play with! 

control and settings - tools and settings
This section lets you control all the settings of UltimateDefrag. The larger Settings button 
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is where you select all of your file operations such as High Performance files and Archive 
files and access the boot time module. Here you can schedule a defrag job, view volume 
information that shows fragmented files and you can also launch the file highlighter.

settings - options
This is the section where you set critical high performance and archiving options. While 
elegantly simple it is extremely powerful with you being able to select which files you require 
high performance from, which files are to be archived and which files are excluded. 

To select the Options menu simply press the Settings button in this section or from the 
pulldown menus at the top of the screen:

 select tools from the top menu
 then select settings 

Some important terms to understand:

high Performance files are moved to the outer tracks where the transfer rates for data from 
the hard drive are fastest - around twice as fast as data on the very inner tracks.

archive files are moved to the inner tracks – these files are files that you would consider not 
used or rarely used and can be moved to the slower inner tracks and out of the way.

excluded files are completely ignored by the defrag process. They are left in place unmoved 
and are not defragged when the defragmentation is performed.

These settings are set for each individual drive since you may want a completely different set 
of rules for each drive.

To change options for a drive:

 highlight the drive you wish to set options for
 then select the options you wish to set for that particular drive. 

ImPortaNt: Any parameters specified under High Performance or Archive are ignored 
unless the “Respect High Performance” or “Respect Archive” is selected in the defrag method 
options when you perform an actual defrag run. 

selecting high Performance files
This option is very powerful and this is where you can achieve the high levels of performance 
we described previously. 

High Performance files are moved to the very outer tracks of the drive – this is where data 
transfer rates are the highest – about double that of the inner tracks. Also putting these files 
closer together towards the outer tracks – you’re improving “seek confinement” thus reducing  
access times again by about double the magnitude. 

Overall by doubling transfer rates and halving access times of your most frequently used files 
you are improving performance by a factor of 400%.

1.
2.

1.
2.
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By default files selected for High Performance files are shown in purple on the disk 
display but only when the defrag process is running. If you simply analyze the drive these 
files will not show in purple. If you have selected Respect High Performance, after the 
analysis phase and your defrag has commenced you will see a number of blocks in the 
color that you have selected to display High Performance files. You will see the outermost 
tracks in the disk display begin to be populated with the blocks of that color. All files and 
blocks shown in that color will take up position order on the outer tracks of your drive 
display based upon sorting options.

Let’s look at the way you can select files for High Performance.

automatic option 
The automatic option, uses data compiled by the True File Use database, on your file use patterns.

If you use your computer for general computing use – you may want to simply automatically 
put all files that you normally use on a day to day basis to the very outer tracks of the drive. 
You can specify how you want to select files based upon the frequency of use based upon the 
following parameters:

most frequently used data - Percentage Based upon data relates to the frequency 
of use of the data relative to the magnitude of all other data. So if you want to automatically 
place your 20% most used data to the outer tracks then simply select 20%.

most frequently used data - Percentage Based upon file count relates to 
the frequency of use of the files relative to the number of all other files. So if you want to 
automatically place your 20% most used files to the outer tracks then simply select 20%.

most frequently used data - gigabytes allows you to enter a specific number of 
Gigabytes as your most frequently used data cut off point. e.g. 25 Gb. This will place the most 
often used 25 Gigabytes into the High Performance zone outer tracks.

most frequently used data - Number of files allows you to enter a specific number of 
files as your most frequently used data cut off point. e.g. 25,000 files. This will place the most 
often used 25,000 files  into the High Performance zone outer tracks.

Past days data Was used. You may just wish to keep all files used in the past 30 days (or 
whatever period you specify) to the outer tracks.

File usage patterns are statistically determined and it is most likely that the most of the files 
that you used yesterday, you will also use today. Often, even if you change this from 3 days to 
7 days to 30 days, you will not see that much difference in the number of files that go to the 
High Performance band.

file types Based on Wildcards 
If you want to make all programs load as fast as possible regardless of when you last used them 
then, under “Include files by Wildcard” add the appropriate Wildcard expression. In this example 
you would add *.EXE and *.DLL

This will place ALL files with the extension .EXE and .DLL to the outer tracks.
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Wildcards are very powerful and let you specify virtually any file you want.

Examples of use include:

*.EXE, *.MP?, MS*.EXE

And so on. The asterisk * will replace any number of characters and question mark ? will replace 
individual characters.

Selecting 30 Days and adding .EXE to the Include option will place all files you used in the 
past 30 days (and statistically most likely to use today) and all .EXE files to the outer tracks of 
the disk. You can also add .DLL files since these are used a lot in launching and operation of 
most programs.

files and folders 
If you want much more customization you can go click on the Files and Folders option and 
select folders and even individual files and then you can specify the order of these files and 
folders.

To select a folder or file simply place a check next to the folder names/or files and then click 
them across to the High Performance list. If you wish to change the order of the folders or files 
in the High Performance list, simply select the file or folder on the left hand column and drag it 
up and down to the position you want it. 

If you then have Strict Sorting by Default, the folders and the files within them will be placed in 
that exact order when the disk is being defragged.

In this instance you may have a particular game that you want to achieve highest performance 
for – drag that to the top of the list – or if you want fastest boot performance and general 
Windows and Program performance – put Windows to the top of the list and Program Files 
below it.

Installed Programs 
UltimateDefrag will scan your system for all installed applications and allow you to manually 
select the applications you want to accelerate by placing them in the High Performance zone. 
When you select Select Programs a list of all installed applications will appear. Simply place 
a check next tot eh applications you wish to accelerate and the corresponding files and folders 
for the application will be placed in the High Performance zone.

Please note that the Installed Programs feature takes a best guess as to the installed location 
of files by scanning registry and other methods. It is not perfect and very occassionally 
misidentifies installed folders. If you see such behavior, please contact support@disktrix.com 
and we will attempt to further refine our algorithm for identifying installed directories for the 
occasional program that isn’t properly identified.

sorting and Placement options 
The sorting option you select make a big difference in the time taken to complete the High 
performance file placement. 
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The following sorting options apply:

fast Placement (consolidate): This method will completely eliminate all spaces between 
files and sort them in no particular order.

Very fast Placement: This method will place files in no particular order but will occasionally 
leave a space between files for the sake of completing the defrag faster. This is the fastest 
method.

strict Placement sorted By: This method will strictly sort files according to a variety of 
methods. Default, Folder/Filename, Last Accesses, Last Modified and either Ascending or 
Descending order. This is the slowest method of placing High Performance Files and really 
only required in rare circumstances.

Overall we recommend the middle option - Very Fast Placement. This gives you the fastest 
defrags and placement of HP files for very little reduction in performance compared to the 
strictest Folder/Filename sort.

fragProtect: If you select fast placement or very fast placement, you have the option to apply 
FragProtect to your high performance files. See page 37 for more information on FragProtect.

Now you’re beginning to see why the slogan for UltimateDefrag is “defrag and optimize – any 
way you want to!”

selecting archive files

If there are files that you are simply not using – or not using often at all – this is the way to get 
them out of the way and move them to the slowest part of the disk, the inner tracks, since they 
are rarely required (if at all).

This option is as powerful and as flexible as the High Performance option. Archive files by 
default are shown as green on the disk display.

Files that may fall into this category are ZIP files, or folders with collections of pictures that you 
don’t ever view. You may want to put other least used files into archive. Remember the 80/20 
rule – 80% of the time you only use 20% of the files, so here you can put your 80% least used 
files into archive or files not used in the past 90 days. If a files does get used once – then in 
the next defrag it may or may not be moved out of the archive area. If you are showing a pattern 
of now using a particuar file more and more then it will move out of the archive area.

Selecting files/folders, wildcards or frequency of use works just like the High Performance only 
in reverse – they get put into the inner tracks.

In this instance you may want to archive some of those extraneous Windows update files that 
will never be used again. Finally you can get them out of the way! 

The sorting options mentioned at the top of this page also apply to Archive files. Strict sorting 
is rarely needed and we highly recommend you either select Fast or Very Fast Placement. 
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fast and Very fast Placement for archive
These options speed up the archive process. They do not completely resort the archive files. 
Instead, they look at each file, if it belongs in the archive section based on your archive 
criteria, it gets placed there and consolidated. If a file is already in Archive, it is generally 
ignored. If it doesn’t belong as specified by the defrag method or High Performance option 
– then it is moved out.

Fast placement performs a full reverse consolidation of the archive data resulting in complete 
defrag of free space in the archive file region. Very Fast Placement will place files in no 
particular order but will occasionally leave a space between files for the sake of completing the 
defrag faster.

A drive with a lot of data can take very little time to be brought back to optimum performance 
because archived files are only moved if they need to be.

excluded files
You may want to leave certain files or folders completely untouched and ignored by the defrag process. 
e.g. You may have a folder with 20 Gb of data comprising of very large files – you never use them 
– they are defragmented. Simply select them as excluded files – they will be ignored and untouched 
by the defrag methods.

You can also select files to be excluded based on size and by wildcard. You may have some big 20 Gb 
files that can take a long time to move. Simply add 20,000 (Mb) to the exclude based on size field. 

If you want excluded files moved to the inner tracks first, you can make them the only files in 
the archive. Defrag to move them to the inner tracks. Then remove them from the Archived file 
list and then add them to the exclude list. They will be out of the way and completely ignored in 
subsequent defrags.

respect layout.ini
The Windows operating system is constantly adjusting itself for best performance and in doing 
so creates a file called layout.ini which contains an optimal file layout for your drive as far as 
fastest program launching and fastest boot performance.

Layout.ini exists in the Prefetch Folder in Windows.

Every 3 days Windows performs a boot optimize and uses elements of the Layout.ini file to layout 
the files. This however is only a partial attempt. Not all files in the layout.ini are optimized and 
they are not placed in the fastest section of your hard drive. UltimateDefrag has the option to read 
the layout.ini file and exhaustively layout files according to optimal file layout.

When you have this option checked, the optimal file layout is laid out at the very beginning of 
your drive but is sorted according to the sort options of High performance file selection. If you 
want your layout.ini files sorted according to the layout.ini order then select Strict Sorting by 
Default under High performance. File access for your most commonly used files will be the 
absolute fastest that it can be for your system since all sequential file access patterns when 
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launching a program and booting your system are taken into account.

an example scenario of selecting high Performance and 
archive files

One example of a scenario that will give you a very fast system would be to do as follows:

1. Under Archive select Automatic and select files not used in past 91 days. You can also 
select any other file types such as ZIP files since they are unlikely to be used.

2. Under High Performance select “Select Files” option – go in and select some of the 
critical folders that you know you will use a lot e.g. Windows, Documents and Settings, 
Program Files.

When you run one of the defrag methods with Respect High Performance and Respect 
Archive checked – this High Performance and Archive setting will result in all of the files 
that meet the criteria of not being used in the past 91 days going to the inner tracks. The 
Windows operating system uses about 15 to 20% of the files in the 20,000 or so files in 
the Windows directory. The rest are just unused and in the way. You don’t even have to think 
about which files these are. If they are rarely used they are most likely to be obsolete and not 
required for your system use. They go to the inner tracks. 

What this then does is to compact together the important Windows files only and puts them 
right to the outer tracks. The result is much faster boot times and overall Windows and desktop 
performance – as sequential file access and zero seek access is promoted during boot and 
system operation.

The same applies with your Documents and Setting folder – there are a lot of temporary 
unused files there. These are moved out of the way and only those recently used including 
desktop related files, icon files and other related files are compacted together and right at 
the outer tracks. The same will apply to the Program Files folder and their associated files, 
exe’s and dlls. Only those you are likely to use are consolidated and placed on the outer, 
faster, tracks.

If you do not change these settings in all future defrags – all important files as per the High 
Performance settings are kept at the outer tracks and files will be added and removed from 
the archive section as they fall under last usage criteria.

The High Performance and Archive selections are handled as a priority before any other 
file placement stipulated by the defrag method in the next section. Archive files have a 
precedence over High Performance Files. 

defrag methods

auto defrag
If you are not a power user and simply want the most efficient, hands-off, yet intelligent, 
defrag method then choose the AUTO method. The Auto method uses our proprietary OptiSeek 
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technology to automatically tune the 
performance of your hard drive to 
achieve absolute optimum performance 
for most file accesses and data transfer 
rates.

OptiSeek aims to achieve file access 
performance that is closely equal to the 
minimum seek time for your hard drive 
(also known as track-to-track) seek. 
For most hard drives this is around 1 
to 2 milliseconds. For faster drives it 
is less however we have arbitrarily cut 
this off at 2 milliseconds. The same 
goes for transfer rates. OptiSeek tries 
to maintain transfer rate degradation of 
no less than 10%. 

When you select options for the Auto Method, UltimateDefrag automatically defaults to and 
displays the estimated performance for the current data on your drive and the performance 
compared to factory averages. As you slide the slider to the right, you will see the percentage 
values for Most and Least frequently used data change. As less data goes to the very outermost 
tracks so to does your seek confinement for your most frequently used data improve. As a result 
your estimated performance values increase. The drive in the above image is around 80% full. 
You can see performance increase factors of over 500% and 280% for current drive data and 
factory averages respectively. The less full your hard drive, the less dramatic the performance 
increases.

The cost of having the performance set to Optimum is slightly longer defrag times due to a 
little more flux between files that may get exchanged between archive and high performance 
zones due to regular PC use. Dragging the slider downwards for slightly slower performance 
will give you slightly faster defrags but with slightly slower than optimal performance.

If you are unsure simply leave it at the default settings where the slider is set to Optimum.

We also suggest that you do select Place Directories Next To MFT since this will give you 
fastest file access performance.

You can also specify whether your Least Frequently Used Data goes to inner tracks or just 
inside Most Frequently Used Data. 

Sending the Least Frequently Used Data to the inner tracks will result in longer defrag times but 
will give you better write performance when saving new files to your hard drive.

Placing The Least Frequently Used Data after most frequently used data will result in faster 
defrag times but result in slightly slower write performance when saving new files to your 
hard drive.
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Please note that as your hard drive fills over time, the percentage of files to High 
Performance and Archive zones changes. This is because OptiSeek always aims to 
optimize your seek times to achieve that minimum seek time of 2 to 3 mS and transfer 
rates of 90% or higher. 

The AUTO method performs a simple Consolidate defrag which only moves the files necessary 
to defrag all files and pack all the files without any free space between files to the outer tracks. 
A full consolidate is also done on Least Frequently Used Data, whether it is to the inner tracks 
or after most used files. 

For fastest completion of this method, we recommend that you check “Very Fast Placement”.

other defrag methods
UltimateDefrag’s defrag methods, coupled with the powerful High Performance and Archive 
Options give you ultimate flexibility and enable you to defrag your drive – any way you want to 
or by whatever method your computer use dictates.

Five main defrag methods exist. All have further customizable options. With the further 
customizable options a total of hundreds of different combinations for defragging are available.

In each of these methods (except for Fragmented Files Only) you will find 3 options that recur:

1. Respect High Performance 
a. Complete High Performance Then Stop

2. Respect Archive 
a. Complete Archive Then Stop

3. Put Directories adjacent to the MFT

What they do is self explanatory – to “respect” (conform) to the High Performance and Archive 
settings you set – then select the “respect” option otherwise the defrag method will ignore the 
High Performance or Archive settings. It will never ignore the Exclude settings if there are files to be 
excluded.

With regard to the respect options – we suggest that you always respect the archive otherwise 
there is no point in the archive option. We make this an option however in the event that you 
want your entire drive to be defragged according to the defrag method.

If you have say just one program or folder that you wish to have high performance with then 
respecting High Performance will move the files identified by this selection to the outer tracks 
first and then perform the optimization outlined by the particular method on the remainder of 
the files.

When Respect High Performance and Respect Archive is selected for any defrag method 
– these will always be performed first followed by the algorithm of each method. 

Option 3 – put directories close to MFT significantly improves hard drive performance since 
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there is often a lot of dialog between the MFT (Master File Table) and the Directories regarding 
information on the files, including location, on your drive before they are fetched. Having these 
adjacent to each other vastly reduces seek times for these transactions.

complete high Performance then stop 
Use this option if you are only concerned with 
processing your high performance files. When 
you are using this option, deselect 2 and 3 
and UltimateDefrag will simply process High 
Performance options and then stop.

You can really use this feature to your advantage 
and vastly reduce defrag times. If you are only 
concerned with all files you have used in the 
past 30 days or 20% of your data then could can 

simply run a defrag that will only defrag this data and not unnecessairly defrag the rest of 
the drive.

consolidate
Use this method the most for faster defrags. This is what most defraggers already do. They 
pack all of your data towards the outer tracks of your drive but it’s usually an all inclusive 
affair so that a drive that is almost full still experiences reduced performance since there is 
no “order” to the files and no preferential placement of frequently accessed files. They do not 
improve seek confinement.

However, with UltimateDefrag you have the option of the Archive and High Performance so that 
you still can get your High Performance Files to the outside tracks and Archive to the inner 
tracks. When your most and least important files are where you want them then what happens 
with the remaining files is not as important and they can just be consolidated.

If you have your High Performance requirements and Archive requirements in place then you 
can use this method to take care of the remainder of your files. Files are sorted in no particular 
method but are defragged and consolidated – after the High Performance files. Defrags are 
quick and performance is excellent.

If you just want to defrag without all of the extra file placement and are happy with having a less 
than optimum file ordering then you can happily use UltimateDefrag to just do a Consolidate 
on a regular basis. The result is about the same as Windows native defragger.

If you just wish to Consolidate - then the Archive option used in conjunction with this method 
vastly improves performance since about 80% of your files are archived. This then only leaves 
the drive to have to work through about 20% of your data when loading files. So you vastly 
improve your seek confinement regardless. Defrags with Consolidate and Archive and Fast 
Archive are fast and usually completed within minutes.

If you prefer to not use the archive and high performance feature then this method will give you 
a fast defrag and also consolidate free space. Only files that need to be moved or defragmented 
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will be touched. The other files will stay in place.

You can also make the consolidate defrag work faster by selecting Very Fast  Placement within 
the Consolidate Options.

recommend use of consolidate option. A great way to use Consolidate is to use HP and 
Archive file selection with No Sorting i.e. Fast or Very Fast Placement. The program will ALWAYS 
place HP files to the outer tracks but will do so fast since you are not strictly sorting the HP files.   
Same applies to Archive. These will be placed fast and will always be to the inner tracks. So this 
method is using the fasted defrag method (consolidate) on all of your zones - HP, Archive and 
regular files.

fragProtect™
This is a good time to discuss FragProtect™. FragProtect is a way of laying out files that 
achieves 2 main objectives. 1. Subsequent defrag passes are very fast - often just 2 or 3 
minutes - even on the fullest of hard drives and 2. The rate of refragmentation of your data files 
is minimized to the lowest rate possible as determined by the physics of the principle of entropy. 

We pioneered this method of laying out files using a simple consolidate routine in our other 
product DefragExpress.

You can emulate the DefragExpress algorithm with UltimateDefrag by setting your consolidate 
options as per the screenshot at the top of the page.

Do not select any other options for High Performance and Archive and select FragProtect and 
you emulate DefragExpress.

If you choose to Respect High Performance and run consolidate then ensure that you select 
FragProtect in the HP selection area and you will have the DefragExpress algorithm applied to 
both HP data and your general data.

While the first defrag run might take a while about 97% of all subsequent defrags are 
completed in 2 to 3 minutes.

fragmented files only
While this method will leave holes in your data – if all you require is a quick defragmentation 
of fragmented files – simply use this option. UltimateDefrag will move and defrag only the 
fragmented files that it finds - with rapidity and ease. It will place the defragmented file in the first 
available gap on the drive that will fit each particular file.

You have the option to place directories next to MFT.

This method uses an intelligent decision making process on fragmented files that result in very 
fast defrag passes.
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advanced sorting methods
We suggest that you use the next 3 sorting methods (Folder/Filename, Recency and Volatility) 
with discretion and care since they can take a very long time to complete. They are much more 
efficient and complete much faster when used in conjunction with archive options. You normally 
wouldn’t use them but we have included them for power users.

folder/filename method
This will layout files on your hard drive according to Folder Name Order and then within each 
folder the files are sorted based upon name order.

If you want to override and manually determine the folder order – you can do this in the High 
Performance options where you can manually drag and drop folders into the order you want 
and then select Strict Placement, sorted by Default/Ascending. You then need to respect High 
Performance for this manual sort to take effect.

Files and/or Folders that qualify for archive will be moved to inner tracks when you select 
respect Archive – the files that are not moved to the inner tracks will then be sorted.

This method of ordering files on your hard drive will promote performance since files are 
sorted in strict order and directory look ups are faster when in alphabetical order. Adjacent 
track seeks and instantaneous seeks are often achieved since often dll and other data files are 
called upon by programs in alphabetical order.

recency
This option gives you extensive flexibility in ordering files based upon last access dates, 
modify dates or file creation dates and then extensive flexibility in placement of these files. 
This method is suited perfectly for drives that may consist exclusively of data files as in a 
file server situation. This method is also perfect for situations where a hard drive is getting 
full and you want and need performance for particular files with room to grow and with fast 
subsequent defrags.

If you require it, this method gives you the ability to place all of the files on your hard drive 
starting at the inner tracks and working outwards. This is ideal for data drives that are getting 
full but contain data that is rarely accessed or modified.

Align to end options start from the inner tracks and work outwards – align to beginning options 
start at the outer tracks and work inwards.

You can then decide the order – oldest to most recent and vice versa.

If you have an 80% full, mostly (or only) data, drive – you can put your oldest files to the inner 
tracks and then order to most recent – so the most recent files will be around 20% in from the 
outer tracks. Your most often required data will be about 20% in from the outer tracks and the space 
on the outer side of this will be empty. Disk reads and writes will be very fast and importantly 
subsequent defrags will be faster since older data is in the inner tracks.
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You might not need to respect Archive and High Performance with this method but the option 
is there if you require it.

Note that this method can take a long time to complete and is rarely warranted.

New feature: We have implemented a new feature with the Recency methods called 
Consolidated Days. By dragging the slider you can group recency files in blocks of days e.g. 
30 days, 60 days, 180 days. Using the slider will vastly improve the speed of this method by 
grouping files in groups of days according to the recency method. Instead of strictly sorting 
each file by its date, if you select 30 days, it will allow some slack within the sorting by 
grouping files in 30 day blocks. 

defragging Individual files only
This is another very powerful feature and function of UltimateDefrag. There may be some instances 
where you only want to defrag one individual file only. After you perform an analysis and the disk 
display is updated locate a fragmented file by clicking on a red block. In the cluster analysis list 
on the left the file(s) will be displayed. If you click on the file in the list a fly-out box will open and 
the option to defrag this file the file will appear. Simply click on the option and the file will be 
defragged. Depending upon the size of the file it will take as little as a fraction of a second.

To access this feature via the File Highlighter, simply select Highlight a File. Use the folder tree to 
locate the file you want to defrag. Right Click on the filename and select Defrag This File Now. If 
the file is contiguous then this option will be greyed out.

To access this feature via the Fragmented Files list, select View Volume Info, locate the file from 
the Fragmented Files list and right click on that file. Select the option to defrag this file now.

defragging all files In a Particular folder.
There may be instances where you want to defrag all files in a particular folder. You may wish to 
do this after you have just installed a new program. After you perform an analysis and the disk 
display is updated locate a fragmented file by clicking on a red block. In the cluster analysis list 
on the left the file(s) will be displayed. If you click on the file in the list a fly-out box will open and 
the option to defrag all files In this folder. Simply click on the option and the entire folder 
will be defragged. Depending upon the number of fragmented files in the folder it will take as little 
as a fraction of a second to a minute or two.

To access this feature via the File Highlighter, simply select Highlight a File. Use the folder tree 
to locate the folder you want to defrag. Right Click on the folder and select Defrag All Fragmented 
Files In This Folder. 

To access this feature via the Fragmented Files list, select View Volume Info, locate a fragmented 
file from the Fragmented Files list and right click on that file. Select the option to Defrag All 
Fragmented Files In This Folder. 
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file drag and drop to specific location
In version 3 of UltimateDefrag we 
introduced an exciting new feature 
that lets you place a file or complete 
contents of a folder into a specific 
location on your drive using simple 
drag and drop with your mouse.

Using this feature is as simple as 
locating a file you wish to position via 
the Cluster Viewer or File Highlighter 
and dragging it onto a location on 
the disk. 

The single file or folder and contents will be moved upon pressing Move and you have the option 
of excluding the file from all subsequent defrags so the file or folder will stay in place. 

An example of when you might use this is if you work with a large outlook.pst file that you want 
to keep out of the way of your main data and close to, but not amongst, the HP area of files to 
keep performance as high as possible without slowing down future defrags.

To use this feature on a single file, click on a known file in the Cluster Viewer or File 
Highligher. Hold down your mouse and drag the file onto a block on your drive display. A 
transparent blue box appears as you are dragging the file. When you release your mouse the 
following dialog box will appear. 

The slider lets you fine tune the position. To exclude the file from all subsequent defrags select 
the checkbox.

Press Move and the file will be moved to the new location.

If at a later stage you want to move the file again or no longer require it to be excluded, remove 
it from the Excluded File list in the Options screen. 

In the even that you wish to move an entire folder and its contents to a specific location, simply 
select a folder and drag it across. When the above dialog box appears the option to Move All 
Files in the above image will be selectable.

If You don’t Want to use the archive option
You may just not want to, for whatever reason, use the archive option. And this is fine too 
because you can still enjoy the highest performance but with slightly longer defrags.

In this instance simply do not use the archive function – select High Performance and select 
all files used in the past 30 days.

Select the Consolidate Method, Respect High performance – all files used in the last 30 
days will be placed on the outer tracks sorted by dates of last use. Files that have not been 
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accessed beyond this are then simply consolidated i.e. placed in no particular order inside the 
High performance data. The High Performance Data will always be on the outer tracks. Your 
system will still enjoy very close to optimum performance.

If you just want to put ZIP files in the archive and certain folders then add these to the 
archive, perform the method in the above paragraph this time selecting “Respect Archive” 
and all the ZIP files will be placed out of the way and the rest of the procedure in the above 
paragraph will proceed.

As you can see, you have the power and the flexibility beyond your wildest dreams when it 
comes to defragging and file placement. The more you use and understand the power that you 
have at your disposal the sooner you will begin to enjoy and settle on a method that suits you 
most. Whatever you want to do – you can!

If You don’t Want to use all the advanced features
If you just want to use UltimateDefrag as a regular defragger and not use all of the advanced 
features, you can do that too. You will enjoy what is probably the fastest and most efficient 
defrag engine available today. 

For simplest use, use the Consolidate option with no Respect HP and Archive and use Very 
Fast Placement, Move directories close to MFT and Fragprotect.

If you want defragmentation and consolidation (which will reduce re-fragmentation) 
with performance improvements, then use the AUTO (OptiSeek) method. All files will be 
defragged and consolidated in one fast and efficient pass using our “in-place” defrag 
algorithm.

If you simply want your fragmented files defragged without consolidation then simply use 
Fragmented Files Only - defrags will complete very fast and only your fragmented files will be 
defragged and moved into the first available space that each file will fit into.

other oPtIoNs

customizing colors In Your disk display
You can customize the colors of the blocks in the disk display to suit your preferences. Simply 
click on the color and then change the color to suit. When you select OK the colors in the disk 
GUI will change for the particular file class you selected. You will also find this feature under 
Tools=>Options=>Advanced.

maximum resource usage
You can use UltimateDefrag to defrag while you are working while barely noticing that it is 
defragging in the background. Simply reduce the resource usage from anywhere between 
20% to 100% and UltimateDefrag will not use more than the resources specified. You can 
safely work while defragging is in progress. Selecting AUTO will automatically allocate system 
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resources to the defragging process according to other demands and processes running 
on your system. This is the ideal setting if you wish to defrag while you are using your PC. 
Please be aware that if other processes are using significant CPU and system resources this 
could vastly slow the defrag process. 

Navigating the disk display
You can navigate the disk display any time during a defrag with your arrow keys. Simply select 
any block and then use the arrow keys to move to the next or previous block (left and right 
arrows) or to the next or previous ring (up and down arrows). 

Zooming the disk display
Simply right-click your mouse on the disk display and you can zoom in or out making the 
blocks smaller or larger. Plus (+) and minus (-) keys on your numberpad will zoom the disk 
display in and out.

You can also use the zoom slider at the bottom right hand corner of the screen. 

logging
On occasion you may be asked by tech support to activate logging of your defrag in the 
event that your defrags are stalling. To toggle logging simply press the keys CTRL-SHIFT-
F12 simultaneously. Logging will create a file called _Defrag.log in the root directory of your 
system drive. You may be asked to send this file to our tech support team. Please note that 
this file grows very fast so we only recommend running logging for around 60 seconds and 
no more than 2 minutes.

scheduler

UltimateDefrag also includes a schedule which enables you to schedule your defrag and 
optimization jobs to run whenever you want to and whatever schedule you want to.

Any schedules you set are actually transferred to the Windows Task Scheduler so requires that 
you set the password in the schedule in order for Windows to activate the scheduler.

There is virtually unlimited flexibility in the schedules you can create.

To add a scheduled defrag, simply Select schedule from the main GUI select Add Job

Then select your drive and the defrag method along with options you wish to configure for 
that job. The default is a single scheduled run, however select advanced to set up recurring 
defrag runs.You can add as many schedules as you like to run when you like.

Note: It is important that you also enter your Windows log-in password when setting up a 
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scheduled job otherwise the job will not be scheduled and will not run.

tools - actions after defrag

You may want to manually start a defrag and leave your computer or go to bed. You can select 
the following actions after defragmentation is complete.

1. Do nothing. The program will remain open

2. Shut down your PC after the defrag is complete

3. Exit UltimateDefrag, Your normal power management settings will then take effect after the 
appropriate amount of idle time.

tools - highlight a file

A useful feature for power users is the File Highlighter feature which you will find in the 
Options Menu. The File Highlighter enables you to see where on the disk a specific file is 
located. When you select the File Highlighter the program will perform an analysis (if it has not 
already done so) and then display the file tree structure. Simply select a file or folder and press 
highlight and the clusters containing the file will flash 5 times. Files that are less than 1 Kb will 
usually show that they are in the MFT. This is because NTFS stores files 1Kb or smaller in the 
actual MFT itself.

If you right-click your mouse on any selected file in the File Highlighter - you are presented 
with an option to defrag the individual file or all fragmented files in the containing older or you 
can drag the file or folder onto the disk display for specific placement.

tools - test hard drive speed

This is used for defrag time estimates used by the simulation feature. You can run this 
manually or if you have not run this feature then UltimateDefrag will automatically test and 
update your hard drive speed.

tools - file usage database auto update

UltimateDefrags File Usage database works best when updated at least once daily. It is 
automatically run each time you performance a defragmentation run, however if you do not 
plan on performing a defrag run each day then you can use this feature to automatically update 
the file usage database. It only takes a few moments to update each day and it is best to 
schedule it at a time you are not using your computer. 

tools - Purge file usage database

You can reset your file usage database at anytime if you wish to start with a fresh database or 
if you have made changes to your volumes e.g. removed a drive and wish to reduce memory 
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usage. Simply select the drive letter you wish to purge and select purge and that data will be 
erased from the database. 

Working With Windows

UltimateDefrag enables you to manipulate pane positions so you can make better use of your 
screen real-estate and customize your views.

Simply right click on the tab for the Control and settings pane and Cluster Viewer and you 
can set the panes to Floating, Docked or Autohide and the panes will reposition accordingly. 
Floating lets you move the panes wherever you want. If you are running a multi-monitor display 
you can drag the panes to a second or third display. At any time you can easily restore panes to 
default by clicking on Reset Pane Positions in the bottom right hand corner of the main screen. 

application color set
You can also change the application color set to any one of four sets we have provided.

Boot tIme sYstem fIle defragmeNtatIoN
Certain system files and meta files within Windows and the NTFS file system are locked and 
protected when in normal operating mode and cannot be defragged in normal operating mode. 
As a result they need to be defragmented at boot time before the operating system starts up.

UltimateDefrag’s boot time module is unprecedented in this area. It gives you full power and 
flexibility over the defragmentation and placement of these system files, the relative position of 
which can be significant in determining the performance of your hard drive. 

The placement of the MFT and page file relative to your most frequently accessed data can 
has significant effects on the performance of your hard drive file access. In short, the closer 
these are placed to your most frequently used  data or the bulk of your data the better the 
performance since it minimizes seek times for these files which are frequently accessed during 
file access.

An enlarged image of the boot time screen is on the next page. Please refer to it as we discuss 
its use.

using the Boot time defrag module
To access the boot time feature, select Settings=>Options => Boot Time. You will find the 
very powerful interface in that window.

The default settings that appear are the default settings for a regular non-optimized drive where 
the system file group is placed 30% in for the outer tracks of the drive. This is a generally 
accepted position for hard drives that have not been optimized where high performance files 
are taken into consideration. 
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The beauty of UltimateDefrag is that you can manipulate the placement of these files to your 
heart’s content.

If, in your defrag routines, you do not use the archive or HP features and most of your files are 
towards the outer tracks of your drive, then place the  system file group right in the middle of 
your data. Not your drive, but your data. You can establish this visually. 

If you do consider High Performance and archive file placement in your defrag routines, the 
default location of your system file group is far from optimal and you need to consider where 
the bulk of your most frequently accessed data is and place your system files as close to this 
concentration of files as possible.

You can place the files either just inside the inner ring of your outermost data or you can place 
them right in the middle of the outer most data. OR you can place the MFT right in the middle 
of the data and your page file just inside the inner ring. 

This is the beauty of the UltimateDefrag boot time module. You have unprecedented and 
unlimited power and flexibility in placing your files.

Refer to the above diagram on the previous pages as you read the following description.

The MFT (Master File Table) is the main file upon which the block of system files is placed 
around. The MFT indicated size is the actual used MFT. The MFT reserved zone is a reserved 
section that allows growth of MFT without fragmentation. Normally as the number of files on 
a hard drive grows, when the MFT growth fills up the reserved zone then the MFT starts to 
fragment. You will see this MFT Reserved zone as the yellow zone on your main drive display. 
Windows XP dedicates too much space for the MFT reserved zone (default 12.5% of your hard 
drive size). Windows Vista and Windows 7 do not dedicate enough and it is not uncommon to 

cautIoN 
 
When running boot time defragmentation files are being accessed at a low level. It is not 
uncommon for your file system to have pre-existing minor corruption that is not even 
detectable and correctable by Windows CHKDSK. In this instance, the likelihood of any boot 
time routine causing further corruption is extremely low but not entirely impossible. We highly 
recommend you have a backup of your important data before running any boot time module, 
especially the first time.

On top of that, many drives have minor corruptions that are not apparent during normal use 
but are correctable with CHKDSK. Since the boot time analysis is very sensitive to such 
corruptions, if the boot time module gives an error stating that there is a pre-existing MFT 
corruption or disk error and that does not enable it to proceed you can usually correct such 
corruptions with the Windows CHKDSK feature. Please consult the Windows Help file for more 
information on CHKDSK in the event that you need to run it.



When you drag a file to this window you can 
change its position by dragging the slider 

that appears to the left here.

drag a fIle from here to here 
If You WIsh to Place aNY fIle 

outsIde of the sYstem fIle grouP

this number will change as you drag the position 
slider or you can directly input a number.



If you have selected mft, you can drag here to 
change the size of the reserved zone. 
(yellow clusters on the disk interface) 

In Windows xP, you might definitely want to 
change this since the default allocation is overkill.

PosItIoN slIder 
select and drag with your mouse to 

change position of system file group. 
the starting cluster number will change.

You can determine the order of the files here by selecting a file and 
moving it up or down or you can drag it to the lower window to 

specifically place at its own defined position outside of the main cluster.
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see MFT fragmentation on a Windows 7 or Vista machine. Set the MFT reserved zone size to 2 
or 3 times the MFT size.

UltimateDefrag solves this problem and enables you to specify the MFT reserved zone size. As 
a rule of thumb, set your reserved zone to 2 times the MFT size. This will give you ample room 
for contiguous MFT growth.

After you have set your MFT Zone size, note the file list on the left. You can change the order 
of the files by simply dragging the files or highlighting a file and selecting Move Up or Move 
Down. When the boot time defrag is run it will keep the order that you specified.

The slider on the bottom of the screen lets you determine the position of the system file cluster 
on your drive. The light blue shading on the drive strip is space occupied by data. Simply drag 
the slider to whatever position on the drive want your system files to be placed.

Note that the left of the data strip is the outer tracks and the right is the inner tracks.

For very fine placement you can manually change the starting cluster at the top of the screen. 
You may wish to establish the exact cluster number by using your mouse on the disk display to 
find the cluster number before entering the boot time screen.

If you want a specific system file to be placed outside the system file block simply select a 
file from the top list and drag it into the bottom window called “Files to be placed at defined 
positions”. Then a slider appears specifically for the file that you want to position. Position the 
file wherever you want using the slider. You may wan your page file in its own location away 
from the rest of the block of system files. This feature enables you to do that!

We’re sure that you’ll truly agree that the power in this boot time module is unprecedented.

To run the boot time system file fragmentation simply ensure that “Run during next boot” is 
checked and next time you boot your system, the boot time module will run and reposition 

your system files according to the file layout you specified.

coNclusIoN
We trust that you’ll enjoy the newfound level of computing performance that  
UltimateDefrag gives you.

Please feel free to tell a friend about UltimateDefrag or direct them to our website at:

www.disktrix.com

techNIcal suPPort
Technical Support for UltimateDefrag is provided by e-mail and online FAQ. 

For e-mail technical support: support@disktrix.com

For web support via our Frequently Asked Questions: www.disktrix.com/support
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